Andres Dauyon Dance Company
Cuba Salsa Tour 2019
902-529-3011
adauyon@yahoo.ca
Dates of travel:
April 16th to April 23rd
Payment dates:
A $300.00 non-refundable deposit is due on January 25, 2019.
The final payment is due on March 22, 2019.
*For Total Dance Package: $640.00
*For Freedom Pass Package: $340.00
Please note that there are two (2) different packages offered.
Total Dance Package: $940.00
Transportation: $70.00
Transportation to and from the airport is included in the cost. It is the responsibility of
participants to be at the Aeropuerto Jose Marti International Terminal 3 in Havana on the
designated date. In the event that a participant is not at the above airport at the designated
date, it becomes the responsibility of the participant to arrange for a taxi to their
accommodations.
Accommodations: $270.00
$45/day for a fully furnished flat. Includes single bed in a private or shared room with a
shared bathroom. Up to 4 people per flat. Fully stocked kitchen, laundry services, a furnished
balcony, hot water, and air conditioner.
Meals:
Breakfast and lunch is included with the cost of accommodations.
Dinners are at the expense of the participants (budget $30.00 CAD for 6 meals)
Dance Lessons: $300.00
10 hours of lessons with Andres = $200.00
5 hours of partner time = $100.00
*The option to hire partners to join in evening entertainment is up to individual participants.
Program fees: $300
Translation, safety & security, tour guide, orientation tour and city tour, organization of night
time entertainment.
*Extra tours can be arranged at an additional cost

Freedom Pass: $640.00
Transportation: $70.00
Transportation to and from the airport is included in the cost. It is the responsibility of
participants to be at the Aeropuerto Jose Marti International Terminal 3 in Havana on the
designated date. In the event that a participant is not at the above airport at the designated
date, it becomes the responsibility of the participant to arrange for a taxi to their
accommodations.
Accommodations: $270.00
$45/day for a fully furnished flat. Includes single bed in a private or shared room with a
shared bathroom. Up to 4 people per flat. Fully stocked kitchen, laundry services, a furnished
balcony, hot water, and air conditioner.
Meals:
Breakfast and lunch is included with the cost of accommodations.
Dinners are at the expense of the participants (budget $30.00 CAD for 6 meals)
Program fees: $300
Translation, safety & security, tour guide, orientation tour and city tour, night time,
organization of night time entertainment.
*Extra tours can be arranged at an additional cost
Airfare:
The responsibility of airfare will be up to participants. Please ensure you are at the Havana
Airport on April 16th. The sooner tickets are booked the less expensive they are.
Itinerary For Package Total
Breakfast in flat
Morning - Dance lessons from 10 to 12
Lunch in flat
Afternoon - Freetime (beach or additional tours with Andres @ extra cost)
Evening - Dance time in the clubs with or without instructors (depending on package)
Itinerary for Freedom Pass
Breakfast in flat
Morning - Time on your own
Lunch in flat
Afternoon - Freetime (beach or additional tours with Andres @ extra cost)
Evening - Dance time in the clubs

